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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 9 be a property which distinguishes a subset of the lattice of sub- 
groups of a finite group G; the distinguished subgroups are called the g-sub- 
groups of G. A subgroup H of the finite group G is called g-sensitive in G 
if and only if 
(1) N a P-subgroup of G implies that N n H = H or N n H is a 
g-subgroup of H, and 
(2) K a Y-subgroup of H implies that there exists a P-subgroup N 
of G such that N n H = K. 
In particular, if M a maximal subgroup of G implies that M n H = H 
or M n H is a maximal subgroup of H, and M* a maximal subgroup of H 
implies M* = M n H for some maximal subgroup M of G, then H is called 
maximal sensitive in G. The purpose of this work is to characterize those 
finite solvable groups in which every normal subgroup is maximal sensitive 
and those finite groups in which every subgroup is maximal sensitive. 
Along these lines H. Wielandt [7] h as studied finite groups which have 
subnormal sensitive p-Sylow subgroups. Such groups are precisely those 
finite groups which are either p-solvable of p-length 1 or p-simple of order 
mp with (m, p) = 1. These results were generalized by Graf [2] for finite 
groups with a subnormal sensitive Hall subgroup. Kegel[6] has studied those 
subgroups of a finite group which are p-Sylow sensitive for each p belonging 
to a set of primes n. Kegel called such a subgroup a w-subnormal subgroup of 
of G. He showed that every subgroup of a finite group is n-subnormal if and 
only if the n-elements generate a normal nilpotent Hall subgroup of the 
group. Huppert [4] has shown that if F is a certain type of saturated forma- 
tion and G is a solvable group with F-projector F, then the following state- 
ments are equivalent: (a) F is normal sensitive in G. (b) If N is the smallest 
normal subgroup of G with F-factor group, then G = FN and 
F n N = {I). 
In this work the following results are proven: 
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THEOREM 1. The solvable group G has every normal subgroup maximal 
sensitive in G if and only ;f G is a t-group (i.e. subnormal implies normal) and 
every subgroup of G has a complement. 
THEOREM 2. The following statements are equivalent. 
(1) Every subgroup of G is maximal sensitive in G. 
(2) Every pronormal subgroup of G is maximal sensitive in G. 
(3) G~G*=AOP,Q,OP,Q,O...OP,Q,,where 
(a) A is elementary abelian; 
(b) P, is an elementary abelian p,-Sylow subgroup of G*; and 
(c) Qi is a group of prime order which acts as a nontrivial group of 
power automorphisms on Pi . 
Throughout this work only finite groups are considered. For a group G, 
H < G denotes that His a subgroup of G whereas H < G denotes that His 
a proper subgroup of G. H <: G denotes that H is a maximal subgroup of 
G and H <: G denotes that H is a maximal subgroup of G or H = G. All 
other notation used is standard. 
2. MAXIMAL SENSITIVITY 
This first section is devoted to the basic properties of the maximal sensi- 
tivity relation. The results of this section are easy to verify and for brevity 
the proofs have been omitted. 
DEFINITION. The subgroup H of the group G is said to be maximal 
sensitive (MS) in G if and only if 
(a) M<:GimpliesMnH<:H,and 
(b) M* <: H implies that there exists an M <: G such that 
MnH=M*. 
For any finite group G, G itself in MS is G and (1) is also MS in G. 
However, the set of MS subgroups of a group G is generally much larger 
than the set {G, (1)); for if H is any minimal subgroup of G not contained 
in 4(G), the Frattini subgroup of G, then H is MS in G. Whenever 
G = H @ K with (j H j, 1 K I) = 1 then both H and K are MS in G, thus 
any group is a maximal sensitive subgroup of some larger group. Some of the 
basic results on maximal sensitivity are: 
LEMMA 1. Let H # (1) be a subgroup of G. If H is MS in G, then 
4(H) = H n rb(G). 
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LEMMA 2. Let N be a normal subgroup of G. If H is MS in G, then the 
factor group HN/N is MS in G/N provided N < 4(G) or N < H. 
LEMMA 3. Let H be a nontrivial subgroup of G such that 4(H) is a normal 
subgroup of G. Then H is MS in G if and only if H/+(H) is MS in G/$(H). 
LEMMA 4. If H is MS in G and K is MS in H, then K is MS in G. 
LEMMA 5. If both Hand K are MS in G and K < H, then K is MS in H. 
LEMMA 6. Let H be MS in G. If 01 is an automorphism of G, then Ha is 
MS in G. 
3. PROOF OF THEOREM I 
In the beginning we note that a group G is called a t-group if every sub- 
normal subgroup of G is a normal subgroup of G. A complement K of the 
subgroup H of G is a subgroup of G such that G = HK and H n K = (1). 
The proof of Theorem 1 is now given as two lemmas. 
LEMMA 7. Let G be a solvable group in which every normal subgroup is 
maximal sensitive in G. Then G is a t-group and every subgroup of G has a 
complement. 
Proof. We observe first that 4(G), the Frattini subgroup of G, being a 
normal subgroup of G, is MS in G. Hence 4(G) = (1). 
(a) G is a t-group: Let K be a subnormal subgroup of G. Let H be the 
smallest normal subgroup of G which contains K. If K = H, then K is a 
normal subgroup of G; hence we suppose that K < H. Since K is subnormal 
in G, K is contained in some proper normal subgroup of H. Let L be a 
maximal normal subgroup of H containing K. Since G is solvable, L is a 
maximal subgroup of H. H normal in G implies H is MS in G; hence there 
exists a maximal subgroup M of G with M n H = L; furthermore G = MH. 
SinceMnH=LaHandMnH(1M,itfollowsthatL=MnHisa 
normal subgroup of G. This contradicts the choice of H, hence H = K and 
K is a normal subgroup of G. Therefore G is a t-group. 
(b) G is supersolvable: Since any solvable t-group is supersolvable, this 
is an immediate consequence of (a). 
(c) Fit(G), the Fitting subgroup of G, is elementary abelian and has a 
complement in G: Since fit(G) is a normal subgroup of G, it follows that 
+(fit(G)) < 4(G) = (1). Hence fit(G) is-elementary abelian. Since fit(G) is an 
abelian normal subgroup of G and$(G) = (11, it follows that fit(G) is comple- 
mented [5, III, 4.41. 
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(d) Any complement of fit(G) is elementary abelian: Let H be a comple- 
ment for fit(G) (i.e., G = H fit(G) and H n fit(G) = (1)). Since G is super- 
solvable, fit(G) > G’ and hence H is abelian. Let W = 4(H) fit(G). Since 
fit(G) > G’, W 3 G’, and hence W is a normal subgroup of G. Suppose 
q%(H) # (1); then W > fit(G) and hence there exists a maximal subgroup M* 
of W such that M* >, fit(G). W is a normal subgroup of G and thus is MS 
in G. Let M be a maximal subgroup of G such that M n W = M*. Now 
M 3 M* > fit(G) > G’; hence M is a normal maximal subgroup of G and 
j G : M 1 = q for q a prime. Since M > H, it follows that G = MH and so 
p=IG:MI=jH:MnHI.ThereforeMnHisamaximalsubgroup 
of H and hence M n H >, +(H). But now M > W which is contrary to the 
choice of M. Therefore, 4(H) = {I} and H is elementary abelian. 
(e) G has elementary abelian p-Sylow subgroups: Let p be a fixed prime. 
Let R be a p-Sylow subgroup of fit(G) and let S be a p-Sylow subgroup of 
H, where His some complement of fit(G). R is a normal subgroup of G and 
RS is a p-Sylow subgroup of G. Since 4(G) = {I}, it follows from a theorem 
of Gaschiitz [5, III, 4.51 that fit(G) is the direct sum of some minimal normal 
subgroups of G. Therefore, R is the direct sum of some minimal normal 
subgroups of G, say, 
R= @x(A,:Ai is a minimal normal subgroup of G>. 
Since G is supersolvable, 1 Ai I = p, and hence Ai < Z(RS), the center of 
RS. Therefore, R < Z(RS) and RS = R @ S. Since both fit(G) and H are 
elementary abelian, R’s is also elementary abelian. Therefore, G has elemen- 
tary abelian p-Sylow subgroups. 
(f) Every subgroup of G has a complement: Using a result of Hall [3, 
Theorem 21 we get from (b) and (e) that every subgroup of G is comple- 
mented. 
In proving the converse we use the following characterization of solvable 
t-groups given by Gaschiitz [l. Satz 11. 
THEOREM 3. If G is a solvable t-group with G/L the largest nilpotent factor 
group of G, then 
(a) G/L is Dedekind (i.e., every subgroup is normal), 
(b) j L 1 is odd, 
(c) L is abelian, 
(d) L is a Hall subgroup, and 
(e) the inner automorphisms of G induce powers n on L, (n, IL I) = 1, 
such that to each p dividing 1 L 1 there exists an n with n + 1 modp. 
LEMMA 8. The solvable group G has every normal subgroup maximal sensi- 
tive in G whenever G is a t-group and every subgroup has a complement. 
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Proof. Let G be a solvable t-group in which every subgroup has a com- 
plement. Suppose that any such group of smaller order has all of its normal 
subgroups maximal sensitive in itself. From this it follows that every proper 
normal subgroup of G has each of its normal subgroups MS in itself. Let N 
be a maximal normal subgroup of G. 
(a) Zf N* is a maximal subgroup of N, then there exists M a maximal 
subgroup of G such that M n N = N *. Let G/L be the largest nilpotent 
factor group of G. Since N is a maximal normal subgroup of G, N 3 G’ and 
hence N > L. 
If N*L = N*, then it follows by Theorem 3 that N* is a normal subgroup 
of G. Let A be a complement of N in G. Since N* is a normal subgroup of 
G, M = AN* is a subgroup. Since N* is a maximal subgroup of N, it follows 
that M is a maximal subgroup of G. Furthermore, M n N = AN* n N = 
(AnN)N*=N*. 
Suppose N*L # N*, then N*L = N. Since L, by Theorem 3, is a Hall 
subgroup of G, N* n L is a normal Hall subgroup of N*. It now follows 
that N* nL has a complement W in N* and (I WI, IL 1) = 1. Since G 
is solvable, L has a complement T in G with (1 T (, j L 1) = 1 and 
T > W. G a t-group implies L is abelian. Hence N* n L is a normal sub- 
group of L and thus also of G. It follows that T(N* n L) is a proper 
subgroup of G; for if G = T(N* n L), then L = (L n T)(N* n L) = N* n L 
and hence N* = N*L. Let M be a maximal subgroup of G such that 
M 3 T(N* n L). Since 
T 3 IV, M>W(N*nL)=N*, 
hence M n N = N*. 
(b) Zf M is a maximal subgroup of G, then M n N <: N. Since G is 
a solvable t-group, G is supersolvable and hence / G : M 1 is a prime. If 
M > N, then since N is a normal subgroup of G, G = MN. G = MN 
impliesIGI=IMIINl/\MnNIandhenceIG:MI=lN:MnN[. 
Therefore M n N would be a maximal subgroup of N, and we conclude 
thatMnN<:N. 
It now follows that N is maximal sensitive in G. Let K be any normal 
subgroup of G. K is contained in some maximal normal subgroup N of G. 
By induction K is maximal sensitive in N and by the above N is maximal 
sensitive in G. Therefore by Lemma 4, K is maximal sensitive in G. 
Lemmas 7 and 8 provide a proof of the following: 
THEOREM 1. The solvable group G has every normal subgroup maximal 
sensitive in G if and only if G is a t-group and every subgroup of G has a 
complement. 
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2. PROOF OF THEOREM 2 
In proving Theorem 2 we first show that statement (3) implies statement 
(1). Since statement (1) trivially implies statement (2), it is then only neces- 
sary to prove that statement (2) implies statement (3). The next lemma 
follows directly from Theorem 1. 
LEMMA 9. If A is an elementary abelian group, then every subgroup of A 
is maximal sensitive in A. 
LEMMA 10. Let G = PQ, where P is an elementary abelian group of order 
pk, Q is a group of order q which acts as a nontrivial group of power automor- 
phisms on P, and p and q are distinct primes. Then every subgroup of G is maxi- 
mal sensitive in G. 
Proof. (a) Every subgroup of P is a normal subgroup of G. Let H < P 
and h E H. If x E G, then x = ab with a E P and b EQ. Since P is abelian 
and Q induces power automorphisms, h” = hab = hb = h” for some integer 
n. Therefore, h” E H and H is a normal subgroup of G. 
Since j G 1 = pkq, any subgroup of G has order piqi, where 0 < j ,< k 
and i = 0 or 1. Since P is normal in G, it follows that any subgroup H of G 
is either contained in P or H = H,p where HI < P and p is some conjugate 
of Q. 
(b) If H < G and M is a maximal subgroup of G, then M CI H <: H: 
Let M be a maximal subgroup of G. Since every subgroup of P is a normal 
subgroup of G, G is supersolvable and hence 1 G : M ( is a prime. Let H be 
a subgroup of G. 
Suppose H < P. By (a) H is a normal subgroup of G. If M $ H, then 
G=MHandhenceIG:MI=)H:HnM\;since]G:M\isaprime, 
it follows that M n H <: H. Therefore, M n H <: H. 
Suppose H = HIP. Since HI < P, HI is a normal subgroup of G. If 
M > HI , then G = MH, = MH, and by the above argument M n H <: H. 
If M 2 HI , then M n H = H,(M n p); since 1 p 1 = q, it follows that 
MnH<: H. 
(c) If H* <: H < G, then there exists a maximal subgroup M of G 
such that M n H = H*: Since H* <: H and G is supersolvable, 1 H : H* 1 
is a prime. 
Suppose H = HIP. Since P is elementary abelian, HI has a complement 
KinP.K<PimpliesK~G.LetM=KH*.Since\G\=~H~)KJ 
and jMI=IH*IIKI, weseethat jG:Mj=IH:H*I isprimeand 
that M is a maximal subgroup of G. Since G = HK, M cannot contain H. 
Therefore, M n H = H*. 
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Suppose that H < P. Since H < P, so also is H* < P. Since P is elemen- 
tary abelian, H has a complement K in P. Let M = KH*Q. Since K and H* 
are contained in P, KH* is a normal subgroup of G and hence M is a sub- 
group of G. We also see that / M / = p”-lq so that M is a maximal subgroup 
of G. If M 2 H, then M > HKQ = PQ = G and hence M > H. There- 
fore we have M n H = H*. 
It now follows from (a) and (c) that every subgroup of G is maximal sensi- 
tive in G. 
LEMMA 11. Let G, and G, be two solvable groups such that 
(a) each subgroup of Gi is MS in Gi for i = 1, 2; and 
(b) Gi’ is a Hall subgroup of Gl @ G, for i = 1, 2. 
Then every subgroup of G = Gl @ G, is maximal sensitive in G. 
Proof. Since Gi is solvable and every subgroup of G, is MS in Gi , it 
follows from Lemma 7 that each subgroup of Gi has a complement. Hence by 
[3], every subgroup of G has a complement and G is supersolvable. 
(a) IfH<GandM<:G,thenMnH<:H: SinceMis amaximal 
subgroup of G, j G : M / is a prime, say j G : M / = p. Three cases are 
distinguished. 
Case I. p f j G, J. p not dividing the order of G, implies M > G, . 
Let K = HG, . Let Hl be the G,-component of H and Ml the G,-component 
of M. It now follows that M = Ml @ G, and K = Hl @ G,. Further 
j G : M j = / Gr : Ml ( = p and it is seen that Ml is a maximal subgroup 
of G1 . 
Since K = HG, = H,G, , it follows that M n K = (M n H) G, = 
(M n HI) G, . M does not contain G, and hence M n Gl = Ml. It is now 
seen that Mn HI = Mn G, n HI = M, n HI and we conclude that 
MnK=(MnH)G,=(MlnHl)G,. 
WeseethatIK:MnKI=IH,:M,nH,I.Wealsoseethat 
lK:MnKI = jHG,:(MnH)G,/ = [HG,I/j(MnH)G,/ 
= (I H I I G l/I H n G I)/(1 M n H I I G I/I M n H n G, I) 
=~I~II~~/I~~~~~,I~l~l~~~l/~,lI~~~,/~. 
Since M 2 G, , we observe that M n H n G, = H n G, . Hence 
IK:MnK/ =~I~II~,lI~~~,I)I(I~~~I/~,II~~~,I) 
=jHj/jMnHI=IH:MnHI. 
Therefore, 1 H : M n H I = I K : M n K I = 1 HI : Ml n HI I. Since Ml 
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is maximal in G1 , every subgroup of G1 is MS in Gr , and Gr is supersolvable; 
it follows that 1 H1 : Ml n Hl j is either 1 or a prime. Hence 1 H : M n H 1 
is one or prime and we see that M n H <: H. 
Case II. p { 1 G1 /. By the same argument as Case I, we see that 
MnH<: H. 
Case III. p/i G1 1 andp/l Ga j. S’ mce the Gi’ are Hall subgroups of G, it 
follows that p 7 I G’ /. Hence M 3 G’ and M is a normal subgroup of G. 
If M>H, then G=MH and hence p=IG:MI=IH:MnHI. 
Therefore, M n H <: H. 
Therefore, in all cases M n H <: H. 
(b) If H* <: H < G, then there exists a maximal subgroup M of G 
such that Mn H = H*: 
By the supersolvability of G, it follows that I H : H* I = p for some prime 
p. Again we distinguish three cases. 
Case A. p 7 j Gs /. Let K = HG, and K* = H*G, . We see that 
IK:K*/ =lHG,:H*G,/ 
= (I H I I G Ill H n G, lD/(l H* I I G l/l H* n G I) 
= (I H l/l H* lY(l H n G l/l H* n G I) 
=IH:H*I//HnG,:H*nG,I. 
Since I H : H* 1 = p and 1 K : K* / is an integer, we see that either 
I H n G, : H* n G, I equals 1 or p. Since (p, 1 Ga 1) = 1, it follows that 
IHnG,:H*nG,I=landIK:K*I=p.HenceK*isamaximalsub- 
group of K. 
Let H,* and Hl be the Gr-components of H* and H, respectively. We see 
thatK=H,@G,andK*=H,*@G,;thusIK:K*I=~H,:H,*~=p 
and H,* is a maximal subgroup of HI. Since HI is MS in Gr , there 
exists a maximal subgroup Ml of G1 such that Ml n Hl = H,*. Let 
M = Ml @ G, . Since I G : M j = / G1 : Ml 1, the supersolvability of G 
implies that M is a maximal subgroup of G. By the choice of Ml , M does 
not contain Hl ; hence M does not contain H. However, Ml contains Hz*; 
hence M contains H*. Therefore, H > M n H > H* and by the maximal- 
ity of H* we see that M n H = H*. 
Case B. p 7 I Gr [. By the same argument used in Case A there exists 
a maximal subgroup M of G such that M n H = H*. 
Case C. p/I G1 / and p/l Ga I. Since the Gi’ are Hall subgroups of G we 
see that (p, / G,’ I) = 1 and hence (p, I G’ I) = 1. Let K = HG’ and 
K* = H*G’. By the same argument used in Case A, / K : K* I = p and 
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K* is a maximal subgroup of K. Since every subgroup of G has a comple- 
ment, there exists a subgroup L of G such that G = KL and K n L = (1). 
Let M = K*L. Since G’ < K*, K* is a normal subgroup of G and hence M 
isasubgroup.Since /GI=lKIlLland(MI=IK*IILl,itfollows 
that/G:MI=/K:K*I=pandh ence M is a maximal subgroup of G. 
If M > H, then M 3 K and hence M > KL = G. Therefore by the max- 
imality of M, M Jz H. Since M > K*, M >, H*, and H > M n H >, H*. 
The maximality of H* in H implies that M n H = H*. 
Therefore, in any case there exists a maximal subgroup M of G such that 
M n H = H*. It now follows that every subgroup of G is maximal sensitive 
in G. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let G be a subgroup of 
G* = A 0 P,Q, 0 PzQz 0 -.. 0 PnQn , 
where 
(a) A is elementary abelian; 
(b) Pi is an elementary abelian pi-Sylow subgroup of G*; and 
(c) Qi is a group of prime order which acts as a nontrivial group of power 
automorphisms on Pi . 
Then every subgroup of G is maximal sensitive in G. 
Proof. It follows by an easy induction argument using Lemmas 9-l 1, 
that every subgroup of G* is maximal sensitive in G*. Hence by Lemma 5 
every subgroup of G is maximal sensitive in G. 
LEMMA 12. Let p be the smallest prime dividing the order of G. Let P be 
a p-Sylow subgroup of G. If both P and No(P) are MS in G, then G is solvable. 
Proof. Let G = G/4(G), P = P4(G)/4(G) and N = No(P) #(G)/+(G). 
By Lemma 2, H and N are both MS in G. From Lemma 1 it follows that p 
is elementary abelian. Let i? be any maximal subgroup of P. Since P is MS 
in G, there exists M a maximal subgroup of G such that iiZ n P = I?. As 
&!i cannot contain N, and N is MS in G, we see that M n N <: N and -- 
N=P(MnN). 
R = &!I! n p = M n B n N = p n (M n N). Since P is a normal sub- 
group of N, R is a normal subgroup of M n N. Since P is abelian, i? is a 
normal subgroup of P; hence R is a normal subgroup of N. If A is any 
subgroup of p, then d = n {a : p :> R > A) and it follows that a is a 
normal subgroup of N. 
Let 7 E N and XE P. (x) is a normal subgroup of N, so that 7 induces an 
automorphism (Y on (5). Since / x / = p, ( 01 I/p - 1. Since 7 induces 
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a, 1 01 l/I 7 I. It follows from p being the smallest prime dividing / G I, that 
j 01 / = 1. Hence 7 centralizes 3 and, therefore, 7 E C&X) for any P E p. 
It now follows that P < Z(m) and by the well-known result of Burnside, 
G is p-nilpotent. By the theorem of Feit and Thompson, G, beingp-nilpotent 
for the smallest prime dividing its order, is solvable and hence G is solvable. 
A subgroup H of the group G is said to be pronormal in G, whenever H 
and any of its conjugates are already conjugate in their join. It is easily shown, 
when K is a normal subgroup of G with K < H < G, that H/K is pronormal 
in G/K if and only if H is pronormal in G. 
PROPOSITION 2. If every pronormal subgroup of G is maximal sensitive in 
G,thenGzGG*=A@P1Q,@P,Q,@.‘.@P,Q2,,where 
(a) A is elementary abelian; 
(b) Pi is an elementary abelian p,-Sylow subgroup of G*; and 
(c) Qi is a group of prime order which acts as a nontrivial group of power 
automorphisms on Pi . 
Proof. This proposition will be proven by induction on the order of G. 
Sylow subgroups and their normalizers are pronormal subgroups, hence by 
Lemma 12, G is a solvable group. Normal subgroups are pronormal, hence 
by Theorem 1, G is a t-group and every subgroup has a complement. 
If G/L is the largest nilpotent factor group of G, then, since every subgroup 
of G has a complement, G/L is abelian and hence L = G’. If G’ = {l}, then 
take G = G* = A and we are done; thus we suppose G’ # (1). By Theo- 
rem 3, G’ is an abelian Hall subgroup of G. Let P be a p-Sylow subgroup of G 
contained in G’. Since G is a t-group and G’ is abelian, P is a normal sub- 
group of G. Two cases are now distinguished. 
Case I. C,(P) = P. As every normal subgroup of G is MS in G, 
B(P) = (11, and P is elementary abelian. Let Q be a complement of P in G. 
Co(P) = P, implies that P = G’ and, by Theorem 3, Q induces nontrivial 
power automorphisms on P. As C,(P) = P, Q inducing power automorphisms 
on P implies that no nontrivial element of Q centralizes a nontrivial element 
of P. It follows that if Q # p, with x E G, then Q n p = (1). Let 
H=(p: x E G). H is a normal subgroup of G and has a complement S in 
G. Since H > Q, S < P and hence S 4 G. We now see that H centralizes 
S; therefore, S = (1) and G = (8” : x E G). 
Let M be a maximal subgroup of G such that M 3 Q, since 
G = (p : x E G), there is some conjugate p of Q so that M 3 p. p is 
also a p-complement of G, hence Q” is MS in G. Therefore, M n p is a 
maximal subgroup of p. (M n p)z < Q for some x E M. If 8”” = Q, then 
p = Q-’ < M, contrary to the choice of a. Hence s”” # Q and 
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Quz n Q = (1). Therefore M n p = (11, and (1) is a maximal subgroup of 
p. Thus 1 Q 1 = q for q a prime. 
Therefore, in this case, G = PQ where P is an elementary abelian p-Sylow 
subgroup of G, and Q is a group of prime order which acts as a nontrivial 
group of power automorphisms on P. 
Case II. C,(P) > P. Let K be a complement of P in C,(P). P a 
p-Sylow subgroup of G implies that K is a normal Hall subgroup of C,(P). 
Hence K is a normal subgroup of G with (1 K 1, 1 P 1) = 1. 
By Lemma 2, every pronormal subgroup of G/K is MS in G/K. (G/K)’ = 
PKIK and C,,,(PK/K) = PKIK. Hence by the first case, G/K ss G,* = 
PIQ~ > where G1*, PI, and Q1 satisfy conditions (b) and (c). Let 01 : G + G,* 
be a homomorphism of G onto G,* with kernel K. Observe that Pa = PI . 
Every pronormal subgroup of G/P is MS in G/P, hence, by induction, 
GIP~GG,*=A@P,Q,@P3Q,@...@P,Q,,whereG,*,Pi,QiandA 
satisf;conditions (a)-(c). Furthermore, without loss of generality, G,* is the 
smallest such group containing an isomorphic copy of G/P. Let 
/3 : G --f G,* be a homomorphism of G into G,* with kernel P. 
Since any Hall subgroup of G,* can be written in the same form, no proper 
Hall subgroup of G,* contains Go. Hence, since (1 GE 1, ( P I) = 1, it follows 
that (I PI (, ( G,* I) = I. 
Ga > Pi, 2 < i < n. For if not, then Pi = H(P, n Go) with 
Hn(PinG8)={I) 
and H is a normal subgroup of G,*. But then 
contrary to the minimality of G, . 
If no conjugate of Qi ,2 ,< i < n is contained in the P,Qi-component of Gfi, 
then G6 < A, @I f’zQ2 @ ... @ Pi-lQi,@ Pa+IQi+l @ ... @ P,Q, , with 
A, = A @ Pi . This is contrary to the choice of G,* and hence some conju- 
gate of Qi is in the P,Q,-component of GE. It follows that ( [ Pi I, j(Gfi)’ I) # 1, 
so that (/ Pi I, j G’ I) # 1. Since G/K is isomorphic with a subgroup of G, 
(I Q1 j, I G’ I) = 1, and we see that (1 Pi 1, 1 QI I) = 1 for 2 < i < n. 
Let 9 : G ---f G,* @ G,* be the homomorphism defined by g” = (g”, ga). 
The kernel of y is K n P = (I}, thus IJI is an isomorphism. Therefore, 
GzGG,*@G,* =AOP,Q,OP,Q,O...OP,Q, 
and G* = G,* @ G,* satisfies conditions (a)-(c). 
Propositions 1 and 2 provide a proof for the following: 
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THEOREM 2. The following statements are equivalent: 
(1) Every subgroup of G is maximal sensitive in G; 
(2) Every pronormal subgroup of G is maximal sensitive in G; 
(3) GzG*=A@P,Q,@P,Q,@...@P,Q,,where 
(a) A is elementary abelian; 
(b) Pi is an elementary abelian p,-Sylow subgroup of G*; and 
(c) Qi is a group of prime order which acts as a nontrivial group of 
power automorphisms on Pi . 
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